We prove a general version of Radon's theorem for finite families F of sets in zero-, one-and two-dimensional (pseudo)manifolds and graphs. The only requirement is that for each G ⊆ F the intersection G has bounded number of path-connected components. As a consequence we obtain Helly's and Tverberg's theorems, fractional and colorful Helly theorems, existence of weak ε-nets and (p, q)-theorems.
Introduction
If F is a finite family of convex sets in R d , Helly's theorem [Hel23] states that F = ∅ if and only if one can find d + 1 (not necessarily distinct) sets F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F d+1 ∈ F such that F 1 ∩ F 2 ∩ · · ·∩ F d+1 = ∅. Thus Helly's theorem guarantees that empty intersection can be witnessed by few sets. It is an important result with many applications, both practical as well as theoretical ones. To prove Helly's theorem Radon [Rad21] used the following statement. It is possible to split any d + 2 points in R d into two disjoint parts whose convex hulls intersect.
However, there are many sets that are not convex. Can we relax the previous statements to apply to such situations as well? Let us now describe one of the most general notions of convexity.
Definition 1. Given a (finite) family of sets F in a topological space X, we define a closure operator 1 conv F : 2 X → 2 X as conv F (S) := {F ∈ F | S ⊆ F } .
If there is no set F ∈ F satisfying F ⊇ S, we set conv F (S) := X. * The research stay of P.P. at IST Austria is funded by the project CZ.02.2.69/0.0/0.0/17 050/0008466 Improvement of internationalization in the field of research and development at Charles University, through the support of quality projects MSCA-IF. 1 Although we mostly think about conv F as a generalization of convex hull, we need to consider more general closure operators in the inductive proof. In particular we consider closure operators for which conv F (∅) = ∅.
The Radon's number r (F ) is then defined as the smallest integer r such that any set 2 S ⊆ X of size at least r can be split into two disjoint parts S = S 1 ⊔ S 2 with conv F (S 1 ) ∩ conv F (S 2 ) = ∅. If no such integer exists, we set r (F ) = ∞. A set S is said to be F -closed, if conv F (S) = S. The Helly's number h (F ) is the smallest integer h such that if G is a finite family of F −closed sets, then G = ∅ if and only if there are (not necessarily distinct) sets G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G h ∈ G with G 1 ∩ G 2 ∩ · · · ∩ G h = ∅. If no such integer exists, we set h (F ) = ∞.
Radon's and Helly's number are two natural parameters that measure how much F -closed sets behave like convex sets. As it turns out Radon's number is much more versatile. The inequality h (F )+1 ≤ r (F ) implies that it bounds Helly's number [Lev51] ; one can easily show that bound on r (F ) implies an analog of Tverberg's theorem [JW81] ; and by a recent result by Holmsen [HL19] also other "convexity theorems": colorful and fractional versions of Helly's theorem, existence of weak ε-nets, (p, q)-theorem.
Using and refining the constrained chain map method from [GPP + 17], Patáková has shown [Pat19] that there is a function r(b, d) such that whenever F is a family of sets in R d such that
then r (F ) ≤ r(b, d). The bound in her proof is obtained by successive application of hypergraph Ramsey theorem, and is thus huge.
In the present paper we use a "planar constrained chain map" approach. It provides first polynomial sized bounds on r (F ) under the hypothesis (1), at least for families of sets in graphs or (pseudo)manifolds of dimension at most two. We use the following notation. If P is a set, we the symbol 2 P denotes the set of all its subsets. The symbol ⊔ stands for disjoint union. K n is the complete graph on n vertices, K m,n is the complete bipartite graph with parts of sizes m and n. If G and H are two graphs, G + H their graph join, that is a graph obtain from their disjoint union by joining each vertices of G to all vertices in H. We note that the operation of graph join is commutative and associative. If t is a positive integer and G is a graph tG denotes the disjoint union of t copies of G.
The first ingredient that we need are almost-embeddings of graphs.
Definition 2. Let G be a graph and X a topological space. A drawing 3 f : G → X is an almostembedding, if distinct vertices are not drawn on the same spot, no vertex is drawn on a non-adjacent edge; and non-adjacent edges have disjoint images.
To simplify the exposition we introduce another notion.
Definition 3. Let F be a finite family of sets in a topological space X. We define the topological complexity T C 1 (F ) as the smallest number b such that for each G ⊆ F the intersection G has at most (b + 1) path-connected components. If no such number exists, we put T C 1 (F ) = ∞.
Let us name few examples of families in R 2 for which an upper bound on T C 1 (F ) is known: family of convex sets, good covers, 4 families of spheres, ellipses and pseudospheres, hollow rectangles, zero sets of polynomials of bounded degree, finite families of semialgebraic sets defined by a constant number of polynomial inequalities, where all polynomials have constant degree, etc.
We can now state the main theorem.
Theorem 4. Let X be a topological space and G a graph that cannot be almost-embedded into X. Then for every finite family F in X, r(F ) ≤ q G (T C 1 (F ) + 1), where q G is a polynomial that depends on the isomorphism type of G only. Moreover for each non-negative integer b the polynomials q G satisfy the following.
Let us now illustrate the use of the theorem on some examples. Since
which is sharp for b = 1. However, if one starts with the fact that K 3,3 ≤ (K 1 ⊔ K 1 ⊔ K 1 ) + K 1 + K 1 + K 1 cannot be almost-embedded either, one obtains
and can choose the better bound from these two.
For R 1 the situation is similar. Since K 3 cannot be almost-embedded into R 1 , any family F of sets in
However, we can also use that K 1,
Let us also show limits of our main theorem. If X contains a copy of the simplicial complex with facets {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4} and {1, 2, 5}, we can embed the complete graph K n into X. For each i = 1, 2, . . . , n we define F i as the union of edges that are not adjacent to the ith vertex and set F = {F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F n }. Then T C 1 (F ) = 0, but h(F ) = n and hence r(F ) ≥ n + 1. This shows that for such X, r(F ) can be arbitrary high and thus cannot be bounded in terms of T C 1 (F ) only.
In order to use Theorem 4, we need to find graphs that cannot be almost-embedded into the space. The following proposition list some such examples. N i denotes the non-orientable surface of Euler genus i, M i is the torus with i holes.
Proposition 5. Graphs G that cannot be almost-embedded into a topological space X.
For N g , or M g we can use the following
Non-almost embeddable graphs also exist if X is a graph, or a pseudosurface.
Proof. We only list the non-obvious facts. By van Kampen-Flores theorem (or by some proofs of Kuratowski's theorem) K 5 and K 3,3 cannot be almost embedded into R 2 . The rest follows from the fact that graph genus for almost embeddings is additive [Sv13] : If g is the smallest number for which a graph G can be almost-embedded into M g and h is the smallest number for which a graph H can be almost-embedded into M h , then g + h is the smallest number for which G ⊔ H can be almost-embedded into M g+h and similarly for non-orientable surfaces.
The last bit follows by the fact that every graph almost-embeddable into the pinched torus is also almost-embeddable into the torus and K 8 cannot be embedded into the torus [PT19] .
The proof of the main theorem is organized as follows. First we introduce a modified version of the constrained chain map method and show how it can be used to deduce the main theorem modulo a Ramsey type statement (Proposition 8). In the second part we provide a polynomial size bound for Proposition 8.
We closely follow the exposition in [Pat19] . However, we fit it to the two-dimensional situation. In particular, we only need to consider graphs and do not need to work with simplicial complexes.
Constrained chain map method
The second ingredient of the proof is called constrained map, introduced in [Pat19]. However, compared to the definition presented there, we need one additional assumption. Moreover, since our proof only works in the plane, we adapt the notion to the case of graphs. In particular, we replace general chain maps by continuous maps.
Definition 6 (Constrained map). Let conv F : 2 X → 2 X be a closure operator and P be a set of points in X. Let f : G → X be a continuous map. We say that f is constrained by (conv F , Φ) if Φ is a map from V (G) ∪ E(G) to 2 P that satisfies the following.
If there is some Φ such that the continuous map f : G → X is constrained by (conv F , Φ), we say that f is constrained by (F , P ). If conv F is clear from the context, we just say that f is constrained by Φ or P , respectively.
Constrained maps and almost embeddings are related via the following lemma.
Lemma 7. Let f : G → X be a continous map constrained by (conv F , P ). If conv F U ∩ conv F V = ∅ whenever U ⊆ P and V ⊆ P are disjoint, then f is an almost-embedding of G to X.
Proof. Let σ, τ ∈ V (G) ∪ E(G) be disjoint. The images f (σ) and f (τ ) are contained, respectively, in conv F Φ(σ) and conv F Φ(τ ). By the definition of Φ, item (i), Φ(σ) and Φ(τ ) are disjoint. Thus, by the assumption
Therefore, f is an almost-embedding of G.
The last ingredient in the proof of Theorem 4 is the following Ramsey type result.
Proposition 8. Let X be a topological space and F be a family with T C 1 (F ) + 1 ≤ b. Then for every graph G there is a polynomial q G such that the following holds. Whenever P ⊆ X has at least q G (b) points, there is a map f : G → X constrained by P . Moreover for each non-negative integer b the polynomials q G satisfy the following:
We can now prove Theorem 4.
Proof. If r(F ) ≥ q G (b), then there is a set S of q G (b) points in X such that for any two disjoint subsets P 1 , P 2 ⊆ P we have conv F (P 1 ) ∩ conv F (P 2 ) = ∅. By Proposition 8 there is a map f : G → X constrained by (conv F , S). By Lemma 7, f is an almost-embedding of G to X, a contradiction.
Proof of Proposition 8
We start with a lemma.
Lemma 9. Let X be a topological space, conv F : 2 X → 2 X a closure operator and assume that there is some positive integer b, such that for every set P of cardinality b + 1, there are two points p 1 , p 2 ∈ P that lie in the same path-connected component of conv F (P ). Then for every integer n > 0 and every S ⊆ X of cardinality at least (n − 1)(b 2 − b + 1) + b + 1 there is a drawing of K 1,n that is constrained by S.
Proof. Before we start the proof, let us name the vertices of K 1,n as follows: v 0 is the unique vertex in the first part, v 1 ,v 2 ,. . . , v n are the remaining vertices. Let us also observe that (n− 1)(b 2 − b + 1)+ b + 1 = (n − 1)(b 2 − b) + b + n, which is the form we are going to use in the induction.
By throwing superflous points away, we may assume that the cardinality of S is exactly (n − 1)(b 2 − b) + b + n.
We proceed by induction on b. If b = 1, we S has (n − 1)(b 2 − b) + b + n = n + 1 points, say s 0 , s 1 , . . . , s n . We define f (v i ) := s i and Φ(v i ) := {s i }. By assumption, for each i = 1, . . . , n there is a path γ i that connects s 0 to s i inside conv F ({s 0 , s i }). We set f (v 0 s i ) := γ i and Φ(v 0 v i ) := {s 0 , s i }. Then f : K 1,n → X is constrained by Φ.
So assume that the statement is true for b and we want to prove it for b + 1. We consider an auxiliary graph G whose vertices are all the points of S and x and y are connected by an edge if and only if there is a set S x,y of b-points such that x and y lie in the same path-component of conv F (S x,y ∪ {x, y}) and S x,y ∩ {x, y} = ∅. If there are more such sets we choose one and label it S x,y .
Since (n − 1)(b 2 − b) + b + n + 2b(n − 1) + 1 = (n − 1) (b + 1) 2 − (b + 1) + (b + 1) + n = |S| each vertex s ∈ S has either at least (n − 1)(b 2 − b) + b + n non-neighbors, or at least 2b(n − 1) + 1 neighbors.
Non-neighbors Let s be a point and S 0 a set of its non-neighbors in the auxiliary graph.
. Since for conv F any set P of b + 2 points contained two points that could be connected inside conv F (P ) and since s is not connected to anything, any set P 0 ⊆ S 0 of size b + 1 contains two points in the same path-connected components of conv F (P 0 ).
By induction on b, there is a drawing f : K 1,n → X constrained by (conv ′ F , Φ ′ ). However, since s was not connected to anything, Φ ′ (v) ∩ {s} = ∅ for every v ∈ K 1,n . Thus we see that f :
Neighbors If there is a vertex s ∈ S, whose sets N of neighbors in the auxiliary graph contains at least 2b(n − 1) + 1 vertices we proceed as follows. We say that x ∈ N hits y ∈ N if y ∈ S s,x . Since S s,x has b elements, each x hits at most b points. Consequently there is a point x 0 that is hit at most b-times.
We remove x 1 and all points that hit x 1 or are hit by x 1 from N . In the remaining set N ′ we find a point x 2 , that is hit (in N ′ ) at most b-times, and so on. In the end we obtain a set X := {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } of n points. By construction, for each i = 1, . . . , n we have S s,xi ∩ X = ∅ and the points s and x i are in the same path-component of conv F (S s,xi ∪ {s, x i }). Let γ i be a path connecting them.
We We may now prove Proposition 8 and hence finish the proof of the main theorem.
Proof of Proposition 8. Let X be a topological space and F a finite family of sets in X with T C 1 (F ) = b − 1. Let P ⊆ X be a set.
• If G has one vertex, say v only, and p ∈ P is a point, we may define f (v) = p and Φ(v) = {p}.
This shows q K1 (b) = 1.
• If G is an edge, say {u, v} and P contains b + 1 points, then since conv F (P ) has at most b pathconnected components, two of the points lie in the same component. Let them be p 1 and p 2 . We may set f (u) = p 1 , f (v) = p 2 , and let f (uv) be a path connecting p 1 and p 2 inside conv F (P ). If we further define Φ by Φ(u) = {p 1 }, Φ(v) = {p 2 }, Φ(uv) = P , we see that f is constrained by (F , Φ). This shows q K2 (b) = b + 1.
• If G = G 1 ⊔ G 2 , and |P | = q G1 (b) + q G2 (b), we may split P into two parts P 1 and P 2 of size q G1 (b) and q G2 . By induction, there are maps f 1 : G 1 → X and f 2 : G 2 → X that are constrained by
• If G is a subgraph of H, and P contains q H (b) points, then according to our assumptions, we may construct a map f : G → X that is constrained by Φ : V (G) ∪ E(G) → 2 P . Then the restriction of f to H is constrained by the restriction of Φ to V (H) ∪ E(H). This shows that if G is a subgraph of H, q G (b) ≤ q H (b).
• Let G ∼ = K 1 + H, say G = v 0 + H and |P | ≥ (b 2 − b) q H (b) − 1 + b + q H (b). Then by Lemma 9, there is a map f : K 1,qH (b) → X constrained by some Φ. Let v 0 be the unique vertex in the first part and v 1 , . . . , v qH (b) be the vertices in the second part of K 1,qH (b) . We set x i := f (v i ).
By induction there is a map g : H → X that is constrained by some map
Clearly, for every vertex v ∈ V (H), there is a unique i such that g(v) = f (v i ) for some i. We may thus define h :
We define Θ : V (K 1 + H) ∪ E(K 1 + H) similarly.
If e is and edge of K 1,gH (b) and v is a non-adjacent vertex, Φ(e) and Φ(v) are disjoint. Since Ψ lead to 2 { x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x gH (b) }, we see that h is constrained Θ.
• Every grah G on n vertices is a subgraph of K n . Using the previous item, we may bound p Kn (b) (and hence p G (b)) from above by a polynomial of degree 2n − 3.
